
Parts List: 
PartNo. H2O-CP-SH-ARM 

H
2
O Shower Filter Arm Instructions

Filter Replacement 

1. Remove existing shower arm and head.
2. Put plumbers tape on threads opposite black bellows.
3. Slide the chrome ring away from the end of  the shower filter.
4. Do a trial fit to see if the taped thread will engage with female existing fitting.
5. If the threads are too short to reach existing fitting, use  adapter.
6. Screw adapter onto male threads of the shower arm.
7. Place the shower arm assembly into the wall to determine the proper length of  
    the black threaded adapter pipe. 
8. Cut in between threaded segments with a hacksaw, if necessary to shorten the  
     adapter pipe.
9. Put plumbers tape on the end of the adapter  pipe and thread onto existing  
      fitting.
10. Tighten, leaving the outlet pointing downward  as shown on the above picture
11. Slide chrome cover ring back into place, to lock its position
12. Install showerhead.
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100% KDF® filter cartridge

Shower Arm Housing

Ring

1. Slide the chrome ring away from the  wall.
2. Rotate the chrome arm counter- clockwise to  
    disengage.
3. Remove the cartridge and replace.
4. Rotate the chrome arm clock-wise to engage.
5. Slide the chrome ring against the wall to lock.

Replacement Filter
Part No.  H2OS-IL-Filter

INTERNATIONAL
INC

“Refreshing Quality” ®
www.h2ofilter.com

Replaceable cartridge will last between 6 to 9

months depending on use.

Threaded adapter pipe
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